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Solve = ?
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p

VacuumParticles (or magnons),

Particles can scatter, e.g. S(p,k)

Particles transform in PSU(2|2)2 extended [Beisert]

[Staudacher]



2d S-matrix in N=4

p

S(p,k)

PSU(2|2)2 extended

H

PSU(2,2|4)

S-matrix (up to a scalar factor) and 
magnon dispersion relation 

almost fixed by symmetry
[Beisert, Aryutunov, 
Frolov, Zamaklar]



2d S-matrix in AdS/CFT

p

L

1

L

Spin chain magnons in an 
operator with L fields

Worldsheet excitations in light-
cone gauged string theory. 2D 

QFT in a circle of size L

Previous arguments hold for both 
string and gauge theory

see also
[Aryutunov, Frolov, 
Plefka, Zamaklar]

Integrability at strong coupling: 
[Bena, Polchinski, Roiban],[KMMZ],...



Bethe Equations
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[Staudacher; Beisert, Staudacher; Janik; Beisert, Eden, Staudacher; 
Beisert, Hernandez, Lopez; Arutyunov, Frolov, Zamaklar]
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What about small operators?



1 Introduction and Summary

The study of the properties of Quantum Field Theories (QFT’s) in finite volume, or at finite
temperature, has a long history and numerous applications. Matsubara description [1] of finite
temperature T thermodynamics, by considering the system in the periodic imaginary time t, has
lead to the extensive study of the Euclidean QFT’s with one compactified dimension with numerous
physical applications [2].

Lüscher found the leading finite size corrections to the mass gap in relativistic two dimensional
QFT’s [3, 4]. These corrections depend solely on the asymptotic S-matrix of the theory. Recently,
Lüscher corrections to various multi-particle states in integrable 2D QFT were conjectured [5].

For the integrable 2D QFT’s, as understood during the last two decades, the ambitions can be
much higher: these systems are usually solvable at any finite size though a systematic approach to
such solutions, as well as a good understanding of the working prescriptions, are still missing.

!

"

Figure 1: Physical channel, cross-channel and finite volume vs finite temperature.

There are two main schemes to address the finite size calculations. The first, pioneered by
Destry and deVega (DdV) [6], is based on the integrable discretization. Once such discretization is
at hand, the system can be studied by the well established methods based on the transfer matrix
approach and the resulting non-linear integral equation (NLIE), often called the DdV equation,
calculates not only the ground state energy but also the spectrum of excited states. The method
appeared to be very powerful when applied to the Sine-Gordon model [7, 8, 9, 10, 11], or to more
general RSOS models [12], Toda theories [13], hard hexagon models [14], etc.

However, for generic integrable QFT it is far from easy to find the corresponding integrable
lattice regularization and for many models such discretization is not known. Nevertheless, the
problem can be usually tackled by using a computation scheme alternative to the DdV approach.
As explained in the seminal work of Al.Zamolodchikov [15] this is achieved by the double Wick
rotation trick: using the Matsubara imaginary time formulation we can first find the free energy in
the infinite volume but finite temperature. Next we flip the meaning of euclidian time and space
directions on the cylinder: ! ! ", " ! ! , and interpret the free energy as the ground state of the
system in finite volume L = 1

T (see fig.1). In this way we can obtain the exact finite volume ground
state energy. This computational scheme is known by the name of Thermodynamic Bethe Ansatz
(TBA).

The TBA equations, whose number is infinite in many interesting models, can be usually con-
cisely casted into the so called Y-system functional equations [16, 17]. Often the latter one can be

3

TBA Wick rotation and exact ground state energy

Length: L
Temperature: 0
Asymptotic Bethe Ansatz

A Derivation of the (ground state) Y -system

To compute the ground state energy E0(L) of the SU(2) principal chiral field in a periodic box of a
size L we can compute its Euclidean path integral Z with the fields living on the space-time torus
of the size L ! R , where the periodic imaginary “time” R is very big

Z = e!RE0(L) . (117)

Following Al.Zamolodchikov [15] we can compute this quantity exchanging the role of L and R so
that the latter becomes the space variable whereas the former becomes the periodic time. Since
R " # the spectrum corresponding to the new Hamiltonian can be computed from the asymptotic
Bethe ansatz and the finite periodic time L means that we should consider the system at a finite
inverse temperature L. Thus we conclude that

E0(L) = f(L) . (118)

where f(L) is the free energy per unit length of the SU(2) PCF at the temperature 1/L in the
thermodynamical limit, when R " #.

To compute the free energy we will start by reviewing the asymptotic spectrum of the theory
as given by the asymptotic Bethe ansatz. Then we will recall what are the magnon bound states
(complexes, or strings) and how they are organized in the complex plane. We will see that the
quantum states in the thermodynamic limit can be described by the densities of these complexes
and their holes. From this description we will write the entropy formula and thus find the desired
exact free energy as the result of the saddle point approximation at R " #. This will give the
TBA equations.

Particles in the SU(2) principal chiral field transform in the bi-fundamental representation under
two SU(2) groups. The theory is integrable and thus the general scattering process factorizes into a
sequence of two-body scattering events. The S-matrix [31] describing the scattering of two particles
with momenta and energies given by

pj = m sinh(!"j) , Ej = m cosh(!"j) , (119)
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where R̂(") is the usual SU(2) R-matrix in the fundamental representation given by

R̂(") = " + iP , (121)

where P is the permutation operator exchanging the spins of the scattered particles.

From now on, we will measure the length L in the units of the mass gap m, which means that
we will put m = 1.

When N particles are put on a large circle of length R the periodicity condition to be imposed
on the wave function reads

$T̂ ("j) eiR sinh("!j)# = # , (122)

35

Ground state energy at size L = free energy per unit length at temperature1/L

[...,Matsubara, Zamolodchikov,...]

Z = e!Rf(L)

[Ambjorn, Janik, Kristjansen]
[Arutyunov, Frolov]

On the mirror 
theory in AdS/CFT:

Length: infinity
Temperature: 1/L

Exact Bethe Ansatz



Recipe
• Compute the particle dispersion relation

• Compute the two body S-matrix

• Write down the mirror BAE in the continuum limit (introducing 
one density for each kind of particle and bound state)

• Compute the entropy and energy and free energy by a saddle 
point computation

• Pick extra singularities in the free energy and in the integral 
equations to get the energy of excited states

✦ Saddle point equations: Y-system equations (in or functional form)

✦ Free energy at saddle point: Exact vacuum energy

[Dorey and Tateo]
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Figure 5: The many particle state is corrected due to interactions with a virtual particle going
around the spacetime cylinder. For integrable theories the correction to the energy of the state
is expressed in terms of a product of factorized scattering matrices between the virtual particle
and the various physical particles. For non-diagonal scattering this product defines a transfer
matrix, a central object in quantum integrability.

could be. A likely candidate for such expression for a state with M particles with polarizations
a1, . . . , aM and momenta p1, . . . , pM would be

!ELuscher = !
!

M
"
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"

{b1,...,bM}
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dq
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'(

where we sum over the fundamental polarization bj but in principle allow the physical particle to
be bound states in which case some of the indices an will be bound states indices as in (2.37). In
this case, the corresponding S-matrices in this expression should be the usual fused S-matrices.
For fermionic virtual particle we include the standard "1 factor from the loop and in case
magnetic fields are coupled to any of the particles a corresponding twist is included. Notice that
we allow the polarization of the virtual particle to change as it scatters with each of the physical
particles. This is not in contradiction with (2.37) because due to charge conservation S#o,"!

#o," =0
if $ #= $!. We also notice that, not surprisingly, the first term in the second line can be written

in a very compact form in terms of the transfer matrix T̂ (q) = str0

)

Ŝ1,0(p1, q) . . . ŜM,0(pM , q)
*

,

a central object in integrable theories. Finally the second term in the last line is irrelevant if
we only integrate over the S-matrices poles but for relativistic theories we expect the forward
scattering amplitude to appear when the momenta is integrated over the real axis.
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Asymptotic Bethe Ansatz  +  Luscher corrections come out of large L
[Luscher; Janik, Lukowsky]
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+ analyticity 
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Konishi operator at weak coupling

!Konishi = 12g2 ! 48g4 + 336g6 + (!2584 + 384!3 ! 1440!5)g8

-Konishi = tr[Z, X]2 =

5 loops last Tuesday:

Reproduces the YM 4 loop computation involving 
more than 130000 Feynman diagrams! (in components)

[Bajnok,Janik],
[Gromov,Kazakov,PV]

[Fiamberti, Stambrogio, 
Sieg, Zanon][Velizhanin]

+ ....

[Bajnok,Hegedus,Janik,Lukowsky]

Konishi multiplet:: [Bianchi,Kovacs,Rossi,Stanev],[Eden,Jarczak,Sokatchev,Stanev]



Konishi at any coupling

2

! behavior within our numerical precision. It was also
argued in [25] that the subleading coe!cient ought to
be integer. Indeed, our numerics seems to indicate that
"K = 2!1/4 + 2/!1/4 + . . . thus predicting the value
of this integer![42] We also obtained predictions for two
further subleading corrections (with a lower precision of
course). The results are represented in Fig.2.

Figure 2: Plot of !K(!) ! 2!1/4 from the numerical data
compared with the Bethe ansatz prediction and some fits. The
fits in this plot are done assuming the asymptotics !K(!) =
2!1/4 + 2/!1/4 + . . . and allowing for zero (dashed line), one
(dotted line) or two (solid line) further corrections.

Y-SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL AND INTEGRAL
EQUATIONS FOR ADS/CFT

The Y-system defining the spectrum of all local oper-
ators in planar AdS/CFT correspondence has the form
[14]

Y +
a,sY

!
a,s

Ya+1,sYa!1,s
=

(1 + Ya,s+1)(1 + Ya,s!1)

(1 + Ya+1,s)(1 + Ya!1,s)
. (2)

where the functions Ya,s(u) correspond only to the nodes
marked by , , , , on Fig.3 (we will use these nota-
tions for Y -functions in what follows). The one particle
energy for infinite length

"(a)(u) = a +
2ig

x[!a]
!

2ig

x[+a]
(3)

are defined through the Zhukovski map x(u) + 1
x(u) = u

g

and f [±a] " f(u ± ia/2), f± " f(u ± i/2) for any
function f(u). A solution of Y -system with a given
set of quantum numbers defines the energy of a state
(or anomalous dimension of an operator in N=4 SYM)
through the formula (4) where the Bethe roots uj are
fixed by the exact Bethe ansatz equations Y 1(uj) = !1.

In this paper we restrict ourselves to the integral form
of the Y -system for the SL(2)-excited states obtained in

Figure 3: T-shaped “fat hook” (T-hook) uniting two SU(2|2)
fat hooks (see [26]). It defines the interactions between Y -
functions in the AdS/CFT Y -system equations.

[15]. Furthermore we focus for simplicity on the Kon-
ishi operator where we have only two symmetric roots
u1 = !u2 which we can encode into the “Baxter func-
tions” R(±)(u) = (x(u) ! x"

1 )(x(u) ! x"
2 ) and their com-

plex conjugates B(u) = R̄(u) where x"
1,2 = x(u1,2 # i/2)

with the physical choice of branches, such that |x(u)| > 1,
while for the free variable x(u) we should use the mir-

ror kinematics which corresponds to the branches where
Im (x(u)) > 0 [20]. Unless it is explicitly said otherwise,
we will be always using this latter choice in what follows.
With the mirror choice, x(u) has a semi-infinite cut for
u $ (!%,!2g) & (2g, +%). Notice that above all the
cuts, the physical and mirror quantities coincide.

The energy of the Konishi state is computed from

"K = 2 + 2"(1)(u1) +
#
!

a=1

" #

!#

du

2#i
$u"(a) log (1 + Y

a
) ,(4)

where the integral equations defining Y
a

read [15]

logY = Km!1 ' log(1 + 1/Y
m

)/(1 + Y
m

)

+ R(0m) ' log(1 + Y
m

) + log
!R(+)

R(!)

log Y
n

= Mnm ' log(1 + Y
m

) ! Kn!1!' log(1 + Y )

! Kn!1,m!1 ' log(1 + Y
m

) + log
R(+)

n B(+)
n!2

R(!)
n B(!)

n!2

log Y
n

= Kn!1,m!1'log(1+1/Y
m
)+Kn!1!' log(1+Y )

log Y
n

= Tnm ' log(1 + Y
m

) + 2R(n0)!' log(1 + Y )

+ Nnm ' log(1 + Y
m

) + i#n . (5)

We use here the kernels and sources defined in [15] and
presented in the appendix for completeness. The inte-
grals in convolutions K ' f =

#

dvK(u, v)f(v) go along
the real axis, but slightly below the poles in the terms
involving Y

2
(due to the last term in the corresponding

integral equation, see [15]). The convolutions !' should
be understood in the sense of a B-cycle (see [15]), e.g.

[Gromov,Kazakov,Kozak, PV]
(generalizing the Dorey-Tateo trick and using the Aryutunov-Frolov choice of branches)

• We start with large L solution predicted from the Y-system in 
functional form and then we “simply” iterate the integral equations:
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We compute the full dimension of Konishi operator in planar N=4 SYM theory for a wide range
of couplings, from weak to strong coupling regime, and predict the subleading terms in its strong
coupling asymptotics. For this purpose we solve numerically the integral form of the AdS/CFT
Y-system equations for the exact energies of excited states proposed by us and A. Kozak.

PACS numbers:

INTRODUCTION

N=4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory recently gave
us serious hopes for a better understanding of the dynam-
ics of strongly interacting 4-dimensional gauge theories.
Due to the AdS/CFT correspondence [1], as well as to
the quantum integrability discovered on both sides of this
duality in the planar limit [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12],
we acquire little by little tools for the study of the most
important quantities in N=4 SYM, such as the planar
spectrum of dimensions !(!) of local operators, where
’t Hooft coupling ! is the scale independent parameter
in this superconformal 4D theory. Their weak coupling
behaviour (! ! 0) was studied by Feynman perturba-
tion theory. The dual string worldsheet "-model allows
to find the strong coupling asymptotics of various dimen-
sions. Integrability allows us to connect the two regimes.
In particular, the asymptotic Bethe ansatz (ABA) of [13]
gives us the asymptotic spectrum of single trace opera-
tors when the number of elementary fields is very large.

However for short operators, such as Konishi operator
Tr[D, Z]2 [39], the calculation of anomalous dimensions
is still an interesting and important challenge.

Recently we proposed the Y-system for the planar
AdS/CFT [14], a set of functional equations defining the
anomalous dimensions of all operators of planar N=4
SYM theory at any coupling. The integral form of the
Y -system for excited states in SL(2) sector, including the
one corresponding to Konishi operator, was presented in
[15]. The integral equations for the BPS vacuum energy
were independently obtained in [16, 17] by the thermody-
namical Bethe ansatz (TBA) technique based on the dy-
namics of bound states [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24] (see also
[10, 25]) of the mirror theory [26, 27]. The solutions of
the integral Y-system are also solutions of the functional
Y-system [15, 16, 17, 28]. The combination of functional
and integral versions of the Y-system appears to be quite
e"cient to compute numerically the exact spectrum. In
this work, we use the functional form of the Y-system to

Figure 1: Numerical solution of exact finite size integral Y-
system equations for the Konishi dimension !K(!) in a wide
range of ’t Hooft couplings !, compared to the asymptotic
Bethe ansatz curve and to the predicted large ! asymptotics
!K(!) ! 2!1/4 + 2/!1/4 obtained by fit.

derive the large volume (L) [40] asymptotic solution and
then, departing from it, we solve the integral form of the
Y-system iteratively. As a demonstration of the power of
our method, we calculate numerically the dimension of
Konishi operator in a wide range of the ’t Hooft coupling
covering both the weak and strong coupling regimes. The
results appear to be quite satisfactory: we manage to
compute the dimension of Konishi operator in the inter-
val of couplings 0 ! ! ! 700 and to confirm, within the
precision of our numerics, all the existing data concern-
ing this quantity: the perturbative results [41] up to 4
loops (up to !4 terms) [29, 30, 31, 32] and the large !
asymptotics 2!1/4 predicted by [33]. Fitting our numer-
ical data with ! > 60 we find (with uncertainty in last
digit)

!K = 2!1/4

!

1.0002 +
0.994

!1/2
"

1.30

!
+

3.1

!3/2
+ . . .

"

(1)

!K(!) = 2!1/4 +
2

!1/4
+ . . .
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The leading term reproduces indeed the expected large
! behavior within our numerical precision. It was also
argued in [34] that the subleading coe!cient ought to
be integer (the next corrections could be transcendental
[35]). Indeed, our numerics seems to indicate that "K =
2!1/4 + 2/!1/4 + . . . thus predicting the value of this
integer![42] We also obtained predictions for two further
subleading corrections (with a lower precision of course).
The results are represented in Fig.2.

Figure 2: Plot of !K(!) ! 2!1/4 from the numerical data
compared with the Bethe ansatz prediction and some fits. The
fits in this plot are done assuming the asymptotics !K(!) =
2!1/4 + 2/!1/4 + . . . and allowing for zero (dashed line), one
(dotted line) or two (solid line) further corrections.

Y-SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL AND INTEGRAL
EQUATIONS FOR ADS/CFT

The Y-system defining the spectrum of all local oper-
ators in planar AdS/CFT correspondence has the form
[14]

Y +
a,sY

!
a,s

Ya+1,sYa!1,s
=

(1 + Ya,s+1)(1 + Ya,s!1)

(1 + Ya+1,s)(1 + Ya!1,s)
. (2)

where the functions Ya,s(u) correspond only to the nodes
marked by , , , , on Fig.3 (we will use these nota-
tions for Y -functions in what follows). The one particle
energy at infinite length

"(a)(u) = a +
2ig

x[!a]
!

2ig

x[+a]
(3)

is defined through the Zhukovski map x(u) + 1
x(u) = u

g

and f [±a] " f(u± ia/2), f± " f(u± i/2) for any func-
tion f(u). A solution of Y -system with a given set of
quantum numbers defines the energy of a state (or di-
mension of an operator in N=4 SYM) through the for-
mula (4) where the Bethe roots uj are fixed by the exact
Bethe ansatz equations Y 1(uj) = !1.

Figure 3: T-shaped “fat hook” (T-hook) uniting two SU(2|2)
fat hooks (see [36]). It defines the interactions between Y -
functions in the AdS/CFT Y -system equations.

In this paper we restrict ourselves to the integral form
of the Y -system for the SL(2)-excited states obtained in
[15]. Furthermore we focus for simplicity on the Kon-
ishi operator where we have only two symmetric roots
u1 = !u2 which we can encode into the “Baxter func-
tions” R(±)(u) = (x(u) ! x"

1 )(x(u) ! x"
2 ) and their com-

plex conjugates B(u) = R̄(u) where x"
1,2 = x(u1,2 # i/2)

with the physical choice of branches, such that |x(u)| > 1,
while for the free variable x(u) we should use the mir-

ror kinematics which corresponds to the branches where
Im (x(u)) > 0 [27]. Unless it is explicitly said otherwise,
we will be always using this latter choice in what follows.
With the mirror choice, x(u) has a semi-infinite cut for
u $ (!%,!2g) & (2g, +%). Notice that above all the
cuts, the physical and mirror quantities coincide.

The energy of the Konishi state is computed from

"K = 2 + 2"(1)(u1) +
#
!

a=1

" #

!#

du

2#i
$u"(a) log (1 + Y

a
) ,(4)

where the integral equations defining Y
a

read [15]

logY = Km!1 ' log(1 + 1/Y
m

)/(1 + Y
m

)

+ R(0m) ' log(1 + Y
m

) + log
!R(+)

R(!)

log Y
n

= Mnm ' log(1 + Y
m

) ! Kn!1!' log(1 + Y )

! Kn!1,m!1 ' log(1 + Y
m

) + log
R(+)

n B(+)
n!2

R(!)
n B(!)

n!2

log Y
n

= Kn!1,m!1'log(1+1/Y
m
)+Kn!1!' log(1+Y )

log Y
n

= Tnm ' log(1 + Y
m

) + 2R(n0)!' log(1 + Y )

+ Nnm ' log(1 + Y
m

) + i#n . (5)

We use here the kernels and sources defined in [15] and
presented in the appendix for completeness. The inte-
grals in convolutions K ' f =

#

dvK(u, v)f(v) go along
the real axis, but slightly below the poles in the terms
involving Y

2
(due to the last term in the corresponding

integral equation, see [15]). The convolutions !' should
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Conclusions
• We proposed a set of Y-system (integral and functional) 

equations describing the exact planar spectrum of AdS/
CFT.

• We did not find any singularity from the perturbative deep into the 
strong coupling regime. On the contrary we found many nice 
cancelations ensuring nice properties such as reality of the Y-system. 
Integers in predictions below are absolutely non-trivial.

• New predictions:

• Future: One single DdV integral equation (as for the SU(2) PCF)... ? 
Generalize to all states.

!K(!) = 2!1/4 +
2

!1/4
+ . . .

Strong coupling: [Roiban, Tseytlin]

[Carlini Vallilo, Mazzucato], using 
pure spinor methods, in progress

5 loops: 
[Bajnok,Hegedus,Janik,Lukowsky]

· · · ! " 2.66
!3/4

+
6.4
!5/4

+ O(!!7/4)
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Figure 2: Plots of energies E of a few excited states of O(4) model on a circle of a circumference
L. The vertical axis corresponds to the values of L

2!E, the horizontal axis - to the values of L in the
logarithmic scale. The lowest curve depicts the vacuum energy. The next one, labeled as !0, shows
the mass gap energy. The corresponding state is in the U(1) sector, with a single particle at rest,
hence with the mode number = 0. The next states in the U(1) sector are denoted by !n1n2n3,···,
according to the mode numbers n1, n2, n3, . . . excited for the 1-st, 2-nd, 3-rd, etc., particles. For
all these states the SU(2)L and SU(2)R spins of the several particles are pointing in the same
direction, say they are spin “up”. The dashed line represents a state having a polarization out of
the U(1) sector, with left and right “magnons” excited - it corresponds to the quantum state of
two particles where both SU(2)L and SU(2)R spins are in the singlet s = 0 state. The qualitative
explanation of these graphs will be given in subsection 5.2.

rewritten in the form of DdV equations or some similar set of integral equations for a finite set of
functions. The method was successfully used for many relativistic models [18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. As
explained in the previous paragraph the computation of the exact ground state energy by means
of this method is a relatively straightforward task with solid theoretical foundations.

To obtain the exact spectrum comprising all excited states of the theory is, on the other hand,
a much more involved - and a very interesting - task. A possibility to describe the excited states
within the TBA approach, by modifying the analytical properties of the thermodynamic functions,
was first suggested in [22]. Another possible way to obtain the spectrum of the theory, proposed
around the same time, is based on the analytic continuation of the ground state energy with respect
to the parameters of the model, such as the mass or the chemical potential, in order to find the
excited states [23]. If the integrable lattice regularization is absent, it is not well understood why
these methods work. Nevertheless, the results are usually in the excellent agreement with the
perturbation theory, Lüscher finite size corrections and the direct Monte-Carlo study for a wide
range of sizes L (see for example [24, 25, 26, 27, 28] for O(n) and related "-models).
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modes are not excited the field !Y (", #) does not depend on ". The action and the hamiltonian
become:

S! !
L

e2
0(L)

!
dt ($"%)2, Ĥ =

1

4

e2
0(L)

L
Ĵ2 (114)

where the angle %(#) represents the coordinate of a material point (a top) on the main circle of the
unit sphere, and Ĵ is the corresponding angular momentum. The quantum mechanical spectrum
of this system is well known:

L

2&
(E#{0, 0, . . . , 0}

" #$ %
m times

" E0) =
1

8&
e2
0(L)m(m + 2) !

m(m + 2)

4 log('/L)
(115)

where ' = ( + log
&!

e!
8

!(3/2)
4$

'
# 13.66 is a constant [43]. This formula explains well the fact that

the corresponding plots on fig.2 converge slowly, as inverse logarithm, to "1/4 and their spacing is
approximately linearly growing with the number m.

The perturbative calculation of the mass gap [E#0(L) " E0(L)] for L $ 1 was done in [43] and
was compared with the numerical results following from the TBA approach in [24] . Since our
numerics is in a perfect agreement with [24], for the states for which their method works, we will
not review it here. We only recall that, in the logarithmic approximation,

L

2&
[E#0(L) " E0(L)] !

3

4

1

| log L|
, (L $ 1) (116)

which is in the perfect agreement with eq.(115) at m=1. We also compared eq.(115) for m = 2
with our numerics and found a good agreement13. The inverse logarithm in eq.(115) explains well
the slight divergence of various curves with zero mode numbers at increasing L in fig.2. Most
probably, the divergence of the other plots at increasing L, corresponding to the same value of
(N

k=1

(3
%=1 |n

(%)
k | can be also perturbatively described by the same inverse log terms. It would be

interesting to study the small L limit analytically to recover analytic properties of the perturbation
theory.

At large L, we enter the realm of the asymptotic Bethe ansatz with Lüscher-type exponentially
small corrections to these regime. Actually, they describe very well our exact numerical plots for all
the considered states, considerably beyond the values of L allowed by the approximation, as seen
in the plot 7.

6 Conclusions

We derived in this paper the non-linear equations yielding the energy of an arbitrary excited state
in the O(4) two-dimensional sigma-model, equivalent to the SU(2) principal chiral field, defined
on a space circle of an arbitrary length L (measured in infinite volume mass gap units). The main
formulae we found are reviewed in subsection 6.1.

Although we considered mostly the O(4) sigma model the new method which we develop here
is very universal and should be applicable to any integrable relativistic sigma model, such as the

13The discrepancy with the r.h.s. of eq.(115) for m = 2 and L = 1/10, 1/100, 1/1000 is 0.057, 0.034, 0.023.
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E(L) !
!

j

m cosh !"j +
"

dq
N#

j=1

S(pj , q)e!mLE(q)

on the scalar (dressing) factor. We can use this S-matrix to study the spectrum of N particles in
a periodic space circle of a su!ciently big circumference L ! m!1. The spectrum can be defined
from the wave function periodicity condition

N!

j=k+1

Ŝ(!k " !j)
k!1!

j=1

Ŝ(!k " !j)|"# = e!imL sinh(!"k)|"# , (5)

which quantizes the momenta of the physical particles. The asymptotic spectrum of the theory put
on a large circle of length L is then given by

E =
N"

j=1

m cosh("!j) (6)

where !j are solutions to the Bethe equation (see Appendix A for more details). In what follows we
will measure all dimensional quantities in the units of m. Diagonalizing the periodicity condition
(5) in the physical space by the usual methods (see an appendix in [37] for this model) we get the
main Bethe equation

e!iL sinh(!"j) = "
!

k

S2
0(!j " !k)

Qu(!j + i/2)

Qu(!j " i/2)

Qv(!j + i/2)

Qv(!j " i/2)
. (7)

The magnon rapidities uj and vj are fixed by the auxiliary Bethe equations

"
Qu(uj + i)

Qu(uj " i)
=

#(uj + i/2)

#(uj " i/2)
, "

Qv(vj + i)

Qv(vj " i)
=

#(vj + i/2)

#(vj " i/2)
, (8)

where
Qw(x) =

!

j

(x " wj) , for w = u, v, (9)

and #(x) =
#

j(x " !j).

2.2 TBA and Y-system

As we mentioned in the introduction, the ground state energy E0(L) for arbitrary L can be com-
puted starting from asymptotical Bethe ansatz in the cross-channel. For SU(2) principal chiral
field this is described in detail in the Appendix A. The output is that the ground state energy is
given by

E0(L) = "
1

2

$
cosh("!) log(1 + Y0) , (10)

where Y0 is one out of an infinite number of Y -functions Yn with n $ Z obeying the TBA-type
equations

log Yn + L cosh("x)$n0 = s % log(1 + Yn+1)(1 + Yn!1) , n = 0 ± 1,±2, . . . (11)

with s = 1
2 cosh(!x) and the sign % denoting the convolution. If log(Yn(x)) for any n have no

singularities inside the physical strip "1/2 < Im x < 1/2 we can easily invert the operator s% to get

simply s!1 = e
i
2#x + e!

i
2#x and these integral equations can be rewritten in a functional, Y -system

form
Y +

n Y !
n = (1 + Yn+1)(1 + Yn!1) , (12)
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Figure 7: Di!erence between the predictions from the asymptotic Bethe ansatz and from the
generalized Lüscher formulas to the exact (numerical) results for the two particle state polarized in
both SU(2) [u, v, !!11]. The solid (blue) line represents Eexact!EABA

Eexact
while the dashed (red) curve

depicts Eexact!ELuscher
Eexact

. It is clear that the latter approximates the exact results with excellent
accuracy, especially for large L of course.

S! =

!
dt dx

3"

a=1

(""Ya)
2 + O

#
e4
0(L)

$
. (112)

In the ground state, the Casimir e!ect will define the limiting energy: E0 ! " #c
6L+O(1/ log4(L!1)),

with the central charge c = 3, which gives E0
L
2# ! "1

4 , the value compatible with "0.18 of the
fig.1. 11

The energies of excited states are

L

2#
E$n1$n2$n3···(L) ! "

1

4
+

N"

k=1

3"

"=1

|n(")
k | (113)

where $nk = (n(1)
k , n(2)

k , n(3)
k ) are the momentum numbers of particles constituting the state. We see

that the small L asymptotics of our plots are well described by this formula: The excited states
in the U(1) sector, denoted in the fig.2 by !n1,n2n3,···, according to the mode numbers n1, n2, n3,
approach the values predicted by (113) (up to the circumstance described in the last footnote). In
this sector they have no excited left and right magnons (no u, v roots), and only one component is

activated: L
2#En1n2n3···(L) =

%N
k n(1)

k . Say, the curves !0, !00, !000, !0000, approach "1/4 at L # 0,
the curves !1, !01, !001 approach 3/4, the curve !2 approaches 7/4, etc. The state with one left and
one right magnon excited, denoted as [u, v, !!1,1], also approaches 7/4.

The qualitative behavior of the states !0, !00, !000, !0000,etc, at very small L’s can be explained
by the fact that the quantum fields are dominated by their zero modes. 12 Since the momentum

11The convergence to the limiting value is very slow at L # 0. At L = 0.1 for our calculations we are still
far from the limiting value of the energy. In [24], where the numerics reached L = 10!6, the result is "0.226,
considerably closer to the limiting value.

12We would like to thank A.Tsvelik, P.Wiegmann and K.Zarembo for the explanations on this subject.
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where the angle %(#) represents the coordinate of a material point (a top) on the main circle of the
unit sphere, and Ĵ is the corresponding angular momentum. The quantum mechanical spectrum
of this system is well known:
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which is in the perfect agreement with eq.(115) at m=1. We also compared eq.(115) for m = 2
with our numerics and found a good agreement13. The inverse logarithm in eq.(115) explains well
the slight divergence of various curves with zero mode numbers at increasing L in fig.2. Most
probably, the divergence of the other plots at increasing L, corresponding to the same value of
(N

k=1

(3
%=1 |n

(%)
k | can be also perturbatively described by the same inverse log terms. It would be

interesting to study the small L limit analytically to recover analytic properties of the perturbation
theory.

At large L, we enter the realm of the asymptotic Bethe ansatz with Lüscher-type exponentially
small corrections to these regime. Actually, they describe very well our exact numerical plots for all
the considered states, considerably beyond the values of L allowed by the approximation, as seen
in the plot 7.

6 Conclusions

We derived in this paper the non-linear equations yielding the energy of an arbitrary excited state
in the O(4) two-dimensional sigma-model, equivalent to the SU(2) principal chiral field, defined
on a space circle of an arbitrary length L (measured in infinite volume mass gap units). The main
formulae we found are reviewed in subsection 6.1.

Although we considered mostly the O(4) sigma model the new method which we develop here
is very universal and should be applicable to any integrable relativistic sigma model, such as the

13The discrepancy with the r.h.s. of eq.(115) for m = 2 and L = 1/10, 1/100, 1/1000 is 0.057, 0.034, 0.023.
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E(L) !
!

j

m cosh !"j +
"

dq
N#

j=1

S(pj , q)e!mLE(q)

on the scalar (dressing) factor. We can use this S-matrix to study the spectrum of N particles in
a periodic space circle of a su!ciently big circumference L ! m!1. The spectrum can be defined
from the wave function periodicity condition

N!

j=k+1

Ŝ(!k " !j)
k!1!

j=1

Ŝ(!k " !j)|"# = e!imL sinh(!"k)|"# , (5)

which quantizes the momenta of the physical particles. The asymptotic spectrum of the theory put
on a large circle of length L is then given by

E =
N"

j=1

m cosh("!j) (6)

where !j are solutions to the Bethe equation (see Appendix A for more details). In what follows we
will measure all dimensional quantities in the units of m. Diagonalizing the periodicity condition
(5) in the physical space by the usual methods (see an appendix in [37] for this model) we get the
main Bethe equation

e!iL sinh(!"j) = "
!

k

S2
0(!j " !k)

Qu(!j + i/2)

Qu(!j " i/2)

Qv(!j + i/2)

Qv(!j " i/2)
. (7)

The magnon rapidities uj and vj are fixed by the auxiliary Bethe equations

"
Qu(uj + i)

Qu(uj " i)
=

#(uj + i/2)

#(uj " i/2)
, "

Qv(vj + i)

Qv(vj " i)
=

#(vj + i/2)

#(vj " i/2)
, (8)

where
Qw(x) =

!

j

(x " wj) , for w = u, v, (9)

and #(x) =
#

j(x " !j).

2.2 TBA and Y-system

As we mentioned in the introduction, the ground state energy E0(L) for arbitrary L can be com-
puted starting from asymptotical Bethe ansatz in the cross-channel. For SU(2) principal chiral
field this is described in detail in the Appendix A. The output is that the ground state energy is
given by

E0(L) = "
1

2

$
cosh("!) log(1 + Y0) , (10)

where Y0 is one out of an infinite number of Y -functions Yn with n $ Z obeying the TBA-type
equations

log Yn + L cosh("x)$n0 = s % log(1 + Yn+1)(1 + Yn!1) , n = 0 ± 1,±2, . . . (11)

with s = 1
2 cosh(!x) and the sign % denoting the convolution. If log(Yn(x)) for any n have no

singularities inside the physical strip "1/2 < Im x < 1/2 we can easily invert the operator s% to get

simply s!1 = e
i
2#x + e!

i
2#x and these integral equations can be rewritten in a functional, Y -system

form
Y +

n Y !
n = (1 + Yn+1)(1 + Yn!1) , (12)
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70 3. Integrability in N = 4 and Bethe ansatz
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Figure 3.13: In the SU(2) electrostatic pictures the particle attract in the horizontal direction and

repel in the vertical direction. They also feel an external force with opposite behavior. Therefore

the cuts will orient themselves vertically. When there is a single cut we find the umbrella shaped

cuts as depicted in the left. This is because the roots close to the real axis feel the horizontal

repulsive external force more strongly than the roots in the tails. For two cuts we obtain the

picture in the right. The roots attract one another horizontally and therefore the middle of both

cuts want to approach each other leading to the observed deformation of the cut to the right.

are closer to the origin and therefore feel a larger repulsive external force. Thus they will

be pushed to the right more that the endpoints of the cut.
For the generic situation where the Bethe roots are grouped into K sets of roots sharing

the same mode numbers, we obtain K umbrella cuts in the complex plane as represented
in figure 3.13b for K = 2.

A natural question one might pose is how bent are these umbrellas? It depends dramat-

ically on where we are trying to put these cuts. Recall that the position u (interception
with the real axis) of the cut is given in a first approximation by

L

i
log

u + i/2

u ! i/2
= 2!n, (3.212)

i.e. it is dictated by the choice of the mode number n. If L is large there are two natural

+ some square roots 
(for mirror theory)



Dressing Phase

relation for the dressing factor. The same argument can be easily adapted to prove that the leading
large volume Y -functions found in [1] are indeed real.

We present schematically the mirror and physical sheets on the pictures 2. They are naturally
defined by the cuts into three regions denoted by m1,m2,m3 and p1, p2, p3, correspondingly. Since
xph(u) coincides with xmr(u) in the upper half plane the regions p1 and m1 are equivalent, p1 = m1.

Let us consider two points uA and vA above the upper cut, i.e in the region p1 = m1. Conjugation
in the mirror sheet sends these point to uB ! ũA and vB ! ṽA (belonging to the physical sheet)
while conjugation in the physical sheet maps them to uC ! ūA and vC ! v̄A (belonging to the
mirror sheet).

Notice that crossing condition relates the dressing factor with argument uB with the dressing
factor at the point uC . More precisely, we have [3]

!(uB , vB)!(uC , vB) =
y!

y+

x! " y!

x+ " y!
1/x! " y+

1/x+ " y+
, x = xph(uB) , y = xph(vB) (51)

Notice also that we can now analytically continue both sides of this equality with respect to the vB

root, in particular we can generate the crossing relation where vB is replaced by vC . Using again
the (analytically continued) crossing relation to transform vB into vC in we get

!(uC , vC) =
x!y+

x+y!
!(uB , vB) , x = xph(uB) , y = xph(vB) (52)

Taking the complex conjugate of this expression using the fact that the dressing factor is a pure
phase on the physical sheet we get

(!(ūA, v̄A))" =
x+y!

x!y+

1

!(uA, vA)
, x = xmir(uA) , y = xmir(vA) (53)

Notice that we replaced xph(uA) and xph(vA) by their mirror counterparts because A is in the region
p1 = m1. Furthermore, in the left hand side, we explicitly wrote uC = ūA and vC = v̄A to recognize
the explicit definition of the conjugated function on the mirror sheet. It is now clear that up to a

simple factor of
!

x+y!

x!y+ the dressing factor in the mirror theory is indeed a pure phase function.

More precisely the combination
!

x!y+

x+y! !(u, v) is a pure phase in the real axis of the mirror sheet.

The same kind of arguments can be used to prove the reality of the large L Y-functions of [1].

6.2 Integral representation

We will show that the dressing phase on the mirror sheet admits some concise integral repre-
sentation. Based on that representation we can explicitly see that it has very simple analytical
properties. In particular, up to a simple multiplier, namely the simple square root factor identified
in the previous section, we can clearly see that this dressing phase is indeed a pure phase function.

6.2.1 A new representation of the dressing kernel in (mir,mir) kinematics

We will start form the DHM integral representation [21] for !(xph(u ± i/2), xph(v ± i/2)),

! ! exp
"

i"++ + i"!! " i"+! " i"!+
#

(54)
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where !±± = !(u ± i/2, v ± i/2),

!(u, v) =
1

i

!

|z1|=1

dz1

2"

!

|z2|=1

dz2

2"

1

z1 ! xph(u)

1

z2 ! xph(v)
log

!(iw1 ! iw2 + 1)

!(iu2 ! iu1 + 1)
(55)

and w1,2 = g(z1,2 +1/z1,2). This representation is valid for the physical kinematics and in particular
for u, v in the region p1. Since p1 = m1 we can start with the same expression with xph(u) and
xph(v) replaced by xmir(u) and xmir(v) for u and v in the region m1, above the upper cut.

For the kernel S(u, v) " 1
2!i#v log $(u, v) appearing in our TBA equations we have

S(u, v) = !

" 2g

!2g

" 2g

!2g

#

R(10)(u,w1 ! i0) ! B(10)(u,w1 + i0)
$

G(w1 ! w2) #

#
#

R(01)(w2 ! i0, v) ! B(01)(w2 + i0, v)
$

dw1dw2 (56)

where

G(u) "
#u

2"i
log

!(1 ! iu)

!(1 + iu)
=

"
%

a=1

&

K2a !
1

a"

'

+
%

"
. (57)

Let us briefly recall how to derive this representation for the dressing kernel from the integral
representation (55). First the poles 1/(z1 ! x(u)) and 1/(z2 ! x(v)) are written as derivatives of
log’s which will give rise to the B’s and R’s in this expression (in this section we often omit the
lower indices of B’s and R’s in which case they are equal to 11). The extra derivative to make a
kernel out of the phase can also be transported to the log of gamma function by integration by
parts and this generates the function G. The integration contour around the unit circle in the z1,2

variable is mapped to an integral from 2g to !2g slightly above the real axis and then back from
!2g to 2g slightly below the real axis for the variable w1,2. When w1 is above the real axis we
have z1 = xph(w1) = xmir(w1) but when we are below we have z1 = xph(w1) = 1/xmir(w1). This
explains why we get the precise combination of R’s and B’s in this expression.

Now that we have transformed the original contour integrals into usual integrals in the real axis
we can further replace the integration limits in this expression by $% because for |w1| > 2g we
have R(10)(u,w1 ! i0)!B(10)(u,w1 + i0) = 0 and similarly for w2. Hence we arrive at the following
integral representation for the dressing kernel in the mirror kinematics

S(u, v) = !

" "

!"

" "

!"

#

R(10)(u,w1 ! i0) ! B(10)(u,w1 + i0)
$

G(w1 ! w2) #

#
#

R(01)(w2 ! i0, v) ! B(01)(w2 + i0, v)
$

dw1dw2 . (58)

Recall that this expression is derived for u and v in the region m1. The reason for which we cannot
use this integral representation everywhere on the mirror sheet is the presence of poles of R under
the integral at u = ±w1 ± i/2 ! i0. To get rid of them we use the relations3 R(10) = K1 ! B(10) ,
R(01) = K1 ! B(01) and then evaluate the integrals with K1 by poles using

K1 & G & B(01) (w + i0, v) = !B(01) (u + i/2, v) !
i

2
P(1)(v) ,

K1 & G & B(10) (u,w + i0) = !B(10) (u, v + i/2) ,

3It is often useful to change from R’s to B’s because the latter are much more regular than the former. In
particular, since Im xmir(u), Im xmir(v) > 0 we can never have 1/xmir(u) = xmir(v) and thus B will be pole free when
both variables are taken in the mirror sheet. Similarly, in the physical sheet, |xph(u)|, |xph(v)| > 1 and again B is
regular. Only when u and v are in di!erent kinematics we should worry about regularity of the B functions.
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Let us briefly recall how to derive this representation for the dressing kernel from the integral
representation (55). First the poles 1/(z1 ! x(u)) and 1/(z2 ! x(v)) are written as derivatives of
log’s which will give rise to the B’s and R’s in this expression (in this section we often omit the
lower indices of B’s and R’s in which case they are equal to 11). The extra derivative to make a
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!2g to 2g slightly below the real axis for the variable w1,2. When w1 is above the real axis we
have z1 = xph(w1) = xmir(w1) but when we are below we have z1 = xph(w1) = 1/xmir(w1). This
explains why we get the precise combination of R’s and B’s in this expression.

Now that we have transformed the original contour integrals into usual integrals in the real axis
we can further replace the integration limits in this expression by $% because for |w1| > 2g we
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Recall that this expression is derived for u and v in the region m1. The reason for which we cannot
use this integral representation everywhere on the mirror sheet is the presence of poles of R under
the integral at u = ±w1 ± i/2 ! i0. To get rid of them we use the relations3 R(10) = K1 ! B(10) ,
R(01) = K1 ! B(01) and then evaluate the integrals with K1 by poles using
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3It is often useful to change from R’s to B’s because the latter are much more regular than the former. In
particular, since Im xmir(u), Im xmir(v) > 0 we can never have 1/xmir(u) = xmir(v) and thus B will be pole free when
both variables are taken in the mirror sheet. Similarly, in the physical sheet, |xph(u)|, |xph(v)| > 1 and again B is
regular. Only when u and v are in di!erent kinematics we should worry about regularity of the B functions.
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where

P(a)(v) = !
1

2!
"v log

xmir(v + ia/2)

xmir(v ! ia/2)
. (59)

In this way, we get the following representation valid everywhere in m1,m2,m3 for both variables

S(u, v) = !B(11)(u, v) !
i

2
P(1)(v) +

! !

"!

! !

"!

"#

B(10) (u,w1 + i0) ! B(10) (u,w1 ! i0)
$

"

"G(w1 ! w2)
#

B(01) (w2 + i0, v) ! B(01) (w2 ! i0, v)
$%

dw1dw2 . (60)

We see that the integrals can be combined to a contour integral around the cuts (!#,!2g)$(2g,#)!
This implies that we can write the result in a fashion similar to (55). Introducing

#̂(u, v) %
1

i

!

|z1|>1

dz1

2!

!

|z2|>1

dz2

2!

&

1

(z1 ! xmir(u))
!

1

(z1 ! xmir(u))

'

"

"

&

1

(z2 ! xmir(v))
!

1

(z2 ! xmir(v))

'

log
!(iu1 ! iu2 + 1)

!(iu2 ! iu1 + 1)
(61)

with the integration going along the part of the real axes over (!#,!1) $ (1,#). Then for the
physical dressing factor, analytically continued to the mirror in both variables we get the following
representation

$m,m(u, v) =
1 ! 1/(x"y+)

1 ! 1/(x+y")
$̂(u, v) , $̂ % exp

(

i#̂++ + i#̂"" ! i#̂+" ! i#̂"+
)

, (62)

where x = xmir(u), y = xmir(v) and #̂±± = #̂(u± i/2, v± i/2). We see that the second factor $̂ has
the same properties under the fusion procedure on the mirror sheet as the physical dressing phase
$ had on the physical sheet – one simply replaces shifts by ±i/2 by ±in/2 for u and by ±im/2 for
v in #̂. Note that #̂ is a real function and thus $̂ is a pure phase. Thus $̂(u, v) is nothing but the
dressing phase of the mirror theory!

Finally let us present yet another interesting representation of the dressing phase in the mirror
kinematics. It is easy to see that R(10)(u,w) and R(01)(w, v), as functions of w, are regular below
the real axis. Moreover B(10)(u,w) and B(01)(w, v) are regular on the whole complex plane except
for the Zhukoswky cuts, see previous footnote. That implies that the terms with BB and RR
in (58) vanish because for those terms we can deform the integration contour to +i# and !i#,
correspondingly. For the remaining terms the integration with G can be done explicitly to yield

2Snm(u, v) !R(11)
nm (u, v) + B(11)

nm (u, v) = !Kn,m(u ! v) !
i

2
P(m)(v) (63)

!2
*

a=1

!

"

B(10)
n1 (u,w + ia/2)B(01)

1m (w ! ia/2, v) + B(10)
n1 (u,w ! ia/2)B(01)

1m (w + ia/2, v)
%

dw

where we wrote the result already after fusion, i.e. for the dressing factor between magnon bound
states n and m. Quite remarkably this combination of kernels, which is precisely the one appearing
in the TBA equations contains no cuts apart from those at Im (u) = ±n/2 in the u plane and
Im (v) = ±m/2 for the v variable, precisely as expected.
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In physical kinematics:

,

In the mirror kinematics: [Aryutunov, Frolov: Volin; Gromov,Kazakov,PV]


